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I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Convergence on Classes of Problems 
Consider an initial value problem 
u'(t) = flt,u(t)) (Oos;;ros;; l), u(O)=uo (l.l) 
where u0 ECm and f:[O,l]XC"'->C"' are given. Let h>O be a stepsize, and t.=nh(n=0,1,2, ... ). 
Using an implicit Runge--Kutta method, approximations u. to u(t.) are computed recursively by 
Un+I =Un + h!i,b;[(t.+c;h,u;.), 
;~1 
, 
(l.2a) 
U;n = u0 + h'2:,aijf(t,.+c1h,u1n) (i=l,2, ... ,s). (l.2b) j=I 
Here sel\I and the a;1,b;,C; are real parameters. For convenience it will be assumed that all c; satisfy 
Oos;;c;os;;l. The internal vectors u;11 , defined by (l.2b), can be regarded as approximations to 
u(t11 +c;h). 
In the following, the Euclidean inner product on cm will be denoted by (v,w), and lvi=(v,v)11 
stands for the corresponding norm. The induced spectral norm for m X m matrices H is denoted by 
llHll. Further we shall use 
llull(r) = max{luUl(t)l:Oos;;ro;;;I, j=0, 1, ... ,r} 
as a measure for the smoothness of the solution u. We shall be concerned with error bounds of the 
form 
(l.3) 
where C,h>O and rel\I are not affected by stiffness or the dimension of the initial value problem. 
Let '3' stand for a class of initial value problems of the fErm (l.I). The Runge--Kutta method is said 
to be convergent of order p on '3' if there exist C,h>O,rel\I such that (i.3) holds whenever 
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u eC<'l[O, I] is a solution of a problem in 9 and the "n are computed from (1.2). Here it is essential 
that (1.3) should hold uniformly on '3', not only for each individual problem in 9. By the order of the 
Runge-Kutta method on 9 we shall always mean the largest p for w:rich (1.3) holds unifonnly on 'iJ'. 
Usually a method is said to have order p if a bound (1.3) is valid individually for each problem where f is smooth and satisfies a Lipschitz condition. We will refer to this as the classical order. 
In the following we shall consider some classes <?f' which contain problems with arbitrarily large 
Lipschitz constants. The error bounds we thus obtain are not affected by stiffness. These results are 
also relevant for the numerical solution of time dependent partial differential equations by the method 
of lines. Suppose, for example, that (I.I) stands for a semi-discrete (space-discretized) PDE, in which 
case /will contain negative powers (lix)-k of the meshwidth in space. If§' contains all the problems 
with Ax ranging from 0 to some (Ax)maio then convergence on <?f' with order p guarantees that these 
negative powers are not present in the error bound (1.3), and we can then prove convergence to the 
PDE solution without restrictions on the ratio h!(Axf (cf. [14], [17], [18]). 
Let a,{J, y be real parameters with a, y;;.oO. By fJ(Jfi) we shall denote the well kno"11 class of non-
linear test problems (I.I) (see [9] for example) where m EN,uo eCm are arbitrary and f:[O, I] X cm ...,.cm satisfies 
Re(f(t,v)-/(1,v),v-v) ~ .Blv-vj2 (1.4) 
for all t E[O, I] and ii, v ecm. Further we shall consider the class S:{a,,8, y) of semi-linear problems 
where f can be written as 
f(t,v} == H(t)v + g(t,v) for IE[O,l], veCm, 
with H(t)EL(Cm) and g:[O, J]XC"'--+Cm such that 
jg(t,v)-g(t,v)j ~ ajii-vj, 
Re(H (t)v, v) ~ ,8jvj2, 
(1.5) 
(l.6a) 
(1.6b) 
ll(l-TH(l))- 1(H(t+r)-H(1))11 ~ y (for O.;;;T<'T,t+T~I) (l.6c) 
for all ii,veC"' and te[O,l], with 'T such that 1-'T{J;;.oO. We note that S:{a,fJ,y)CGJli..a+/3). 
Convergence on fJ(Jfi) for certain Runge-Kutta methods was proved by FRANK, ScHNEID and 
UEBERHUllER (11], who used the term B-convergence. In this paper some results on the order on~) 
and S:{a,{J,y) of [3], [4] and [8] will be reviewed and slightly generalized. The results, which are refinement~ on the theory of FRANK et al., can be found in section 2, together with some remarks on 
their practical relevance. We note that all results remain valid if we consider real initial value prob-lems (1.1), where u0 ERm and/ :(0, l]XRm~Rm. 
1.2. The Stage Order 
If we insert an exact solution of (I.I) into the Runge-Kutta scheme (l.2), we get 
' u(t.+1) == u(t.) + h°L,b;u'(t.+c;h) + r0., (l.7a) i=l 
' u(t.+c;h) == u(t.) + h2,aiju'(t.+c1h) + r;. (i =1,2,. . .,s) 
j=I (I.Th) 
with residual errors r;. (i =O, 1, ... ,s). The stage order is defined by 
q = min{qo,qi, ... ,q,} (1.8) 
where the q; are the largest numbers such that r;.=O(hq,+I) (hiO) for any smooth solution u. This 
stage order q, introduced in [I I], plays a central role in the convergence results for stiff problems. 
Let A ==(a1) be the. s Xs matrix containing the coefficients of the Runge-Kutta method, b=(bi.b2,. .. ,b,f and c1 ==(c-Lc1i,. . .,c~f for }EN. By a Taylor series development it is easily seen 
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that q is the largest integer for which the following two simplifying order conditions hold, 
B(q): bTcJ-I = l!j (i=l,2, ... ,q), 
C(q): AcJ-I = cl/j (i=l,2, .. .,q), 
and that 
r;n = d;hq+lu(q+l>(I.) + d;'hq+ 2u<q+ 2>(t0 )+ · · · (i=O,l, .. .,s) 
with error constants 
d0 = J_(-1--bTcq), q! q+I 
d - (d d d )T - J_ (-1- q+l _A q) 
- I> 2,. . ., :s - 1 +I c c . q. q 
(1.9) 
(1.lOa) 
(l.IOb) 
The stage order is often considerably lower than the classical order. For example, the methods based on Gauss quadrature have classical order 2s and stage order s, and the diagonally implicit Runge-Kutta methods with a 11 ':FO can have only stage order I. More details can be found in [9; sec-tion 7.3]. 
2. THE CONVERGENCE R.EsULTS 
Convergence on ~a.,/3,y) can be derived from (1.2), (1.7) in a similar way as done in [ll] for the class qJ(JJJ). Under suitable internal stability assumptions on the method, which means that one step of the Runge-Kutta process (1.2) is not unduely disturbed by small perturbations on the internal stages (l.2b), it can be shown that the discretiza.tion error which is introduced in one step is of O(M+ 1) for 
smooth solutions, uniformly on the problem class. By a usual stability argument the bound (1.3) can then be obtained with order p =q. Numerical experiments in [9] and [17] show however that in many 
cases (1.3) holds with p =q +I. This discrepancy, which is due to cancellation and damping effects, 
will be the main matter of interest here. 
In order to formulate our results we define for Z =diag(!;1,!;2 , ••• ,!;,), !;1EC, 
K(Z) = 1+brZ(I-AZ)- 1e, (2.l) 
L(Z) = d0 +bTZ(l-AZ)- 1d (2.2) 
where I is the s Xs identity matrix, e=(l, 1, ... , If ER' and d0 ER, dER' are defined by (1.10). 
The Cla:ss ~a.,/3,y). Let i:t={!;/ :!;EC,Re!;..;O}. We note that K(!;I) is the stability function of the 
method (1.2), so that A-stability is equivalent with 
IK(Z)J..;! for all ZE!P. (2.3) 
Besides this it will be assumed that I - AZ is regular for Z E@., and all elements of 
(l-AZ)- 1 and brZ(/-AZ)- 1are uniformly bounded for ZEcl'.. (2.4) 
These are internal stability assumptions, and for most methods which are A-stable condition (2.4) is 
also satisfied, for example for any method where all eigenvalues of A have positive real part (see [4], [ 6] for more details). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let a.,y;;;.O and /3ER. Suppose the Runge-Kutta method is A-stable and satisfies (2.4). Suppose also L(Z)':FO for some Z E!P. Then the method is convergent on ~a.,/3, y) with order 
p = q+I ifC(f!) = sup{J(l-K(Z))- 1 L(Z)l:ZE~} <oo, 
p == q otherwise. 
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In case L(Z):=O on @. oders larger than q + 1 might be possible, but it is not clear whether there are 
methods of practical significance with this property. The above theorem slightly generalizes results ~f 
[8] on the necessity of C(l:l)< oo for having order q + l, and of [4] where the sufficiency of the condi-
tions for convergence on the class of semi-linear problems with constant linear part :ii(a,,8,0) was 
proved. The proof of this theorem will be given in section 3 . 
For most A-stable methods we have C(if)<oo, for example for all those methods which satisfy (2.4) 
and K(rfff:I for i=i71, 71ERU{oo},71'i60 (see [4]). An important exception to this are the Gauss-
methods with s;.;.2, for which C(if)=oo, and since they have stage orders, we havep=s for these 
methods in theorem 2.1. This result is due to [8]. We note that the Radau II-A methods also have 
stage orders, but C(ct)<oo if s;;;.2, and thus these methods are convergent with order p =s + 1 on 
&(a,,8,y) (cf. [4]). 
REMARK 2.2. For the subclass 'i>Q(a,/3,y), consisting of the problems in :ii(a,/3,y) with Hermitian 
matrix H(t) (0..;;1.;;;l), the results of theorem 2.1 are still valid if we consider instead of C(Cl) the 
supremum of l(l-K(Z))- 1 L(Z)J over Cfo = {V" :~eR,~..;;O}. On this subclass all Gauss methods with 
an odd number of stages are convergent with orders+ I, whereas the order is stills ifs is even (this 
is due to the fact that K( ooJ)= l for s even). For convergence on 'i>Q(a,/J, y) it is sufficient that (2.3), 
(2.4) hold with @.replaced by Ci\i. These results can be easily proved along the lines of the proof for 
&(a,fl,y) (see section 3). 
Tire Class l!Jf./J3). Let ~={diag(ii.t2 , .•• ,t.) :t1eC,Ret1..;;0forj=1,2, ... ,s}. Convergence on qJ(ffl) will 
be discussed here for Runge-Kutta methods which satisfy nonlinear analogues of (2.3), (2.4). We now 
assume that the method is B-stable, which can be expressed by the condition IK(Z)j.;;; l (for all 
Z e~), or more conveniently by the algebraic (stability) condition 
B>O, BA +A.TB+ bbT;;;. 0 (2.5) 
(cf. [2J, [5], [9]). Here B =diag(bi.b2 , •..• ,b,) and >O(;;a.O) refers to positive (semi-)definiteness. In 
order to ensure internal stability on l!Jf./J3) (called BSJ-and ES-stability in [10]), it will be assumed that 
there exists a positive definite diagonal matrix D such that 
DA+ATD > 0. (2.6) 
This assumption implies that 1-AZ is regular for Ze~, and that (J -AZ)- 1 and brZ(J -A.Z)- 1 
are uniformly bounded for Z e~ (see for instance [12; lemma 2.4.3]), and hence it can be considered 
as the counterpart of (2.4). Condition (2.6) holds for most well known B-stable methods, though not 
for the Lobatto III-C methods with s;;;.3 (see [7], [9]; convergence results for these Lobatto methods 
can be found in [15], [16]). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let /JER. Suppose the Runge-Kutta method satisfies (2.5) and (2.6). Then the method is 
convergent on <!JUfl) with order 
p = q+I if C(<31) = sup{j(l-K(Z))- 1L(Z)J:Ze<31}<co, 
pe[q,q+l) if C(<31) = oo and c;-cjfl.Zfor i::/=j. 
We note that the assumption L(Z>*O for some Z e~ (cf. theorem 2.1) can be omitted here, because 
this is already implied by our assumption (2.5) (see for example [3], lemma 2.3 and its proof). The 
most important fact in the above theorem, convergence with order p ""'q, was proved in ( 11]. A proof 
of convergence with order 2 for the implicit midpoint rule, which has stage order I, can be found in 
[13). The remaining results were proved in [3] for /J=O, and this proof can be easily extended for 
arbitrary {JeR. In [3] it was implicitly assumed that the order p is always integer valued, in which 
case p e(q,q +I) implies p =q. This is not correct.It was shown by K. DEllER (private c.ommunica-
tions) that fractional orders may occur here as well. 
Although the theorems 2.1 and 2.3 look very similar, the outcome is quite different. Whereas we 
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have order q +I on &{a.,/3, y) for most A-stable methods, the order q +I result on GJU.fi) only holds for 
few B-stable methods. We have, see [3], 
C('i.S)<oo iff do=O and d1=d2= · · · =ds. 
This holds for the implicit midpoint rule (the Gauss method with s =I), but for methods with s > l 
the condition d1 =d2 = · · · =ds is very restrictive. It is satisfied by some special low order methods 
only, see [3]. 
· 
Generally speaking, we have order q +I on &{a,{3,y) and order p<q + J on '51.fJJ), under suitable 
stability assumptions. (The Gauss-methods are an exception to this rule.) At first sight the class 
l!JU}J) looks more relevant than 'ii:{a,{3,y) for practical problems, most of which are nonlinear after all. 
However, in the numercal experiments in [9], (17] orders less than q +I are not observed (except for 
the 2-stage Gauss method), which indicates that the results of theorem 2.3 are often too pessimistic. 
Probably this is caused by the fact that GJU.fi) contains some extreme problems, such as 
u'(t)=:>..(t)u(t)+g(t) with A(t) very wildly oscillating in the range {k:keC,Rekos;;;;f3}. It seems that for 
stiff problems (LI) with a/(1,u)/au rather slowly varying along the solution u(t), the results of 
theorem 2.1 are more relevant than those of theorem 2.3. 
REMARK 2.4. In the classes 'ii;,(_a.,/3, y) and '51.fJJ) all derivatives off (t, v) are allowed to be arbitrarily 
large. For stiff problems af(t,v)/()v is always large, since the norm of this derivative is only bounded 
by the Lipschitz constant off, but for certain stiff problems some of the other derivatives may be of 
moderate size. If this is taken into account orders larger than q or q + l can be obtained. Conver-
gence results with order p =q +2 were derived by CROUZEIX, cf. [l], [6], for Runge-Kutta methods 
applied to linear problems with constant coefficients in ~0,0,0), where 
f (t,v) = Hv + g(t) 
and derivatives of g(t) are bounded (by a moderate constant, which then enters into the estimate for 
the global error). We note that the results in [6] were formulated for arbitrary Banach spaces. Equa-
tions of this type arise for instance by discretization in space of initial-boundary value problems for 
linear partial differential equations with constant boundary values; for time dependent boundary 
values wme derivatives of g will be very large, see e.g. [14]. In [l 1] it was shown that, for certain 
Runge-Kutta methoru: of Gauss, Radau or Lobatto type, the discretization error introduced in one 
step (J.2) can be bounded by Chq+i for nonlinear problems in l!JU}J), where C then depends on 
bounds for certain derivatives of f. but not on the Lipschitz constant. This leads to convergence with 
order pe[q + l,q +2] (q +2 if there is sufficient damping or cancellation). 
3. DERIVATION OF THE CoNVERGENCE RESULTS FOR §{a.,{3, y) 
3.1. Preliminaries 
We shall consider here only scalar equations in ?,(a,/3,y). This case contains already all essential 
difficulties. By using the material presented in [4], where convergence on ~a,{3,0) was proved, the 
extension to systems can be easily obtained. 
In this section some technical results will be given. We use the following notations, 
z0• =hH(t.), Zo. =z0nl with I the s Xs identity matrix, and z. =diag(z 1.,zi., ... ,z,,,) with 
I () 
Z;n = hH(t.+c1h) + hf-a g(t. + c1h,U;,, + 9(u(t.+c,h)-u1.)')d9. 
0 u 
The set {keC:Reto;;;O} will be be denoted by c-. Further C,C0,Ci, ... and h will stand for positive 
constants which depend exclusively on a.,{3, y and the coefficients of the Runge-Kutta method. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume (2.3), (2.4). There are C0 ,C 1,C2 and h>O such that for O<h.;;;;h the matrix 
I -Az. is regular, and 
ll(/-AZn)- 1 !1=s;;Co, 
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jbrZ.(J-AZ.)- 1rl=s;;C1 lrl <for all reC'), 
jl + bTZn(l-AZ.)- 1el=s;;I + C2h. 
PROOF. We have 
1-AZ. = (l-AZ0n)(/-(J-AZon)- 1A(Z.-Zon))-
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3-3) 
(3.4) 
We note that (2.4) implies that there exists an w >0 such that I - Ai is regular for all i EC with Ret,.,.;;w_ Therefore J-AZ0n =l-Az0• is regular provided that hfJ,,;;;,w. Further we have 
(/-AZ0n)- 1A(Z.-Zon) == {(/-AZ0.)-1A(J-Z0.)} {(l-ZoS 1(Z.-Zo.)}. 
Tue matrix (/-AZo.)- 1A(/- Zo.) = (l-Az0.)- 1(A -/)+/is bounded uniformly for Rezo...:;w, 
and the assumptions (1.6) imply that, for hfJ..;;1, 
ll(/-Zo.)- 1(Z.-Z0n)ll ... Ch (3.5) 
for some C>O. Regularity of/ -AZ. and (3.1) now follow from (3.4). 
In order to prove (3.2) and (3.3) we note that 
Hence 
z.(J-AZ.)- 1-Z0n(J-AZ0n)- 1 =Z.(J -AZ.)- 1 -(/-Zo.A)- 1 Zo. = 
= (/-Z0nA)- 1{(/-Z0nA)Z.-Z0n(/-AZ.)}(/-AZ.)-1 = 
= (l-AZo.)- 1(Z.-Zo.)(J-AZn)- 1• 
brZ.(I-AZ.)-1 = bTZ0n(I-AZ0n)- 1 + 
+ {bT(/-AZo.)- 1(/ -Z0n)}{(/-Z0n)- 1(Z.-Zo.)}(/-AZ.)- 1• 
(3.6) 
Tue second term on the right hand side can be bounded by Ch for some C>O, by using (2.4), (3.1) 
and (3.5). Tue inequalities (3.2) and (3.3) now easily follow from (2.3) and (2.4). D 
In the following lemma we consider some rational function whose coefficients are determined by those of the Runge-Kutta method. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let >/t be a rational function which is bounded on c-. Then there are C 3,h>O such that, forO<h<:.h, we have l«z0n)l..;C3 and 
l«zo.+1)-1/t(zo.) l""C3h. 
PROOF. Let w>O be such that If is bounded on {ieC:Re!'=s;;w}. We assume h{J..;;;w, so that "1(z0n) is bounded. Write >/t in irreducible form as 
«n = pj~1.rjm, .,,jm = <1+11-jn- 1 c1 +A.;n. 
We shall prove, by induction to the degree 11, that there is a C>O such that 
1«b-«n1..;;;q1-n-1<f-n1 
for all t,ieC with real part ""'"'· Tue proof of the lemma then follows from (l.6c). Frrstassumea=I. Then 
«b-1p(J} = p(J+µ.1!')-l {(J+µ10(J+A10-(J+;\1!')(J+µ.1fo(J+µ.10-I = 
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= 11(>-1 -µ.1){(1+µ.1n- 1<1-nH<1-.o- 1<f-mo +µ.1h- 1. 
Both (l+µ.1t)-1(!-t) and (I+µ.1t)- 1 are uniformly bounded for Re~c;;w, so that the inequality for 
o= I follows. For o> l we have 
... 
... '1 ... o ... a il{D-¥"-n = ,,N1<n-·Mnl/J2¥i/n + ~1<n{/Vj<n-1~/j<m. 
and the proof follows by induction. D 
3.2. Order results for global e"ors 
By subtraction of (1.2) from (1.7) one arrives after some manipulation (see [4]) at the following recur-
sion for the global errors£" =u(tn)-u. (n =O, 1,2,. .. ), 
(3.7) 
Here 
r0n = d0M+ 1u<q+l>(1.) + h9 +2Pon, (3.8a) 
r. = dhq+lu(q+l)(tn) + h9 +2Pn (3.8b) 
with d0 ER,d ER' given by (1.10), and with remainder terms Pon and Pn =(p1.,Pi., .. .,p,.f such that IP;,,l>E;;;C4jJui1<q+ 2> (1 =O, l,. . .,s) for some C4>0. Defining a. =brz.(I -Az.)- 1 Pn +Po,,, we obtain by 
using the functions K(Z) and L(Z), introduced in section 2, 
where 
a. = L(Z.)h9+Iu<q+ 1>(1.) + h9 +la., 
and, in view of (3.2), 
lonl c;;C4 (I+ C 1)1/u jj<q +2>. 
(3.9a) 
(3.9b) 
(3.9c) 
Here and in the following it is assumed that O<h""h with h>O such that the estimations of section 3.1 can be applied. 
The above recursion will be used to derive convergence results for methods satisfying (2.3) and (2.4). From lemma 3.1 we directly obtain 
l£n+d..;;(l+C2h)j£.I + Cshq+l1Ju//<q+2) (3.10) 
for some C5 >0. This leads, in a standard way, to convergence on 'ii:{a,/J,y) with order p ~q. By a 
more careful analysis of (3.9) we can prove an order q + I result, provided that the stability factor K(Z.) and local error 8" are related in the following way: 
thereare ~.T/. (forn=O,l,2,. .. )andC6 >0 such that 
a. = (1-K(Z.)~ + T/n (3.11) 
LEMMA 3.3. Consider (3.9a), and assume that (3.3) and (3.11) hold. Then there are C1 ,h>O such that l<nlc;;C1hq+IJluu<q+2l (for all n;;;i.O, Oc;;r ..... l, O<hc;;h). 
PROOF. Define(.=£.-~ for n =0, 1,2,. ... Then we have for all n 
<n+I = K(Zn')(n + T/n + ~-~+!· 
Hence 
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1<.+iio;;;(I+C2h)l(.I + 2C6hq+2 11u11<q+ 2>, 
which leads to the global estimate 
l(.lo;;;ec,i.lfol + 2C6Ci 1(ec,i,_l)hq+lllull<q+i) (n=0,1,2, ... ). 
Since j!.-(.l.;;C6h9+ 1 llu!l<q+I> (for all n), by assumption, the proof follows. D 
This result and its proof were inspired by the analysis of KRAAUEVANGER [13] for the implicit mid-
point rule. As we shall see later on, the assumption (3.l l) is also necessary for having order q + l for 
problems (3.12), where K(Z.) and a. are constant. First it will be shown that boundedness of (!-K(Z))- 1 L(Z) on CF. is sufficient for (3.11) to hold. 
In view of (3.9b) we can write ll. in the form (1-K(Z.))S, +11. with 
~ = (l-K(Zo..))- 1L(Zo.)hq+lu(q+ll(t.), 
11n = {L(Z.)-(1-K(Z.)) (l-K(Z0n))- 1L(Z0.)}h9+ 1u<q+!l(t.) + hq+2o •. 
The bounds in (3.JJ) for l~I and 1~+ 1 -~I follow by applying lemma 3.2 with 
•l><J)=(l-K(Kl))- 1 L($1). Further we have 
11. = {L(Z0 )-L(Z0n) + (K(Z.)-K(Z0n))(l-K(Z0.))- 1L(Zo.)}hq+ 1 u<q+Il(t.) + h9 +iu., 
and since IL(Z.)-L(Zo.)I and IK(Z.)-K(Z0n)I can be bounded by Ch for some C>O (see (3.6)), the 
bound required for J11. I in (3.11) follows as well. 
We have thus proved that any Runge-Kutta method satisfying (2.3) and (2.4) is convergent on 
~a,{J,y) with order p;;.q +I if C(CP.)<oo, and p;;.q otherwise. In order to show that the order cannot 
be larger than q + 1,q, respectively, it is sufficient to deal with the case {J<O. We will proceed as in [8] 
(cf. remark 3.4 below). We consider the model problems 
u'(t) == Au(t) + {w'(t)-Aw(t)}, u(O) = w(O) (3.12) 
where w(t)=tq+lt(q+l)! and ;\eC with Rc:A.;;,B<O. The solution is u=w. For these problems 
(3.9) reduces to 
En+I = K(zo/)E,, + L(zol)hq+I with zo = hA. (3.13) 
If L(t01}#) for some t0ec-, we see from (3.13) with n =O and A.=h- 1t0 +{J, that the order is at 
most q +1. 
Now assume (l-K(K01))- 1L(K0/)=oo for some t0 ec- U{oo}. Suppose also K(K/)IJllll (otherwise 
the method cannot be convergent at all). Since L(K/) is uniformly bounded for tee-, Ko must be a 
zero of 1-K(tJ). From the A-stability assumption, IK(tI)l..;;l on c-, it can be concluded that 
l-K(t/) can have only simple zeros on c-, see e.g. [12; lemma 2.2.2]. Also K= co can be at most a 
simple zero of 1-K(tI), as can be seen by applying the same reasoning to M(tl)= I +br(U-A)- 1e (=K(t- 1 /))near t=O. Thus we have 
K(toI) = l , L(toI)#). (3.14) 
We take in (3.12) 
A = h - I Ko + /3 if Ko is finite , 
A.=-h-2 ifto=oo. 
Then we obtain for z0 =hA. 
L(zo/) = L(tol) + O(h), K(zo/) = 1 +Koh + O(h 2) (h.j.O) 
with Ko= fJK'(toI) if to finite, and Ko= - M'(O) if to = oo (in both cases iro:;i!:O). From (3.13) it follows 
that 
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£• = (K(z 0/f-I) (K(zo/)-l)- 1L(z 0J)h9+ 1, 
which leads to the asymptotic expression for h JO, tn = nh fixed, 
£.-((! + tcohY' - !)(Koh )- 1LG"of)h9+ 1 -
- "o 1(exp(Kot.)- l)L(toI)h 9• 
This completes the proof of theorem 2. L 
REMARK 3.4. It was already shown by DEKKER, KRAA!JEVANGER and SPUKER. [8; lemma 3.1] that we have order p.r;;;,q + l on §(a,0,y) if L(tI)'l*O. The above proof for /1<0 is a trivial extension of this. In the same paper, also lemma 3.1, it was proved that (3.14) implies that the order on $(a,0,y) cannot be larger than q. 
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